
 

Protect Arizona’s Magnificent Mountain Lions  
Get Involved with the Arizona Hunt Guidelines 

Why Should I Care About Arizona’s Mountain Lions? 
Mountain lions are a critical species in Arizona. Their cached kills provide food 

for hundreds of other species and lions keep deer and elk from excessively 

foraging along streams and roads, thereby protecting our waterways from 

droughts and reducing deer-vehicle collisions.  

Why Are Mountain Lions Under Threat? 
Arizona Game and Fish Department (AZGFD) is currently preparing the 2023-2028 

Hunt Guidelines, which will allow the killing of approximately 320 lions per year, 

including during the fall season when kittens are still dependent on their mothers. 

Hunting at this rate may reduce Arizona’s lion population beyond the natural growth rate of the species. 

How Can I Get Involved? 
This is the time to call on the AZGFD to reduce the excessive killing of mountain lions in Arizona. You can 

make your voice heard by emailing AZGFD at AZHuntGuidelines@azgfd.gov or raising awareness in your 

community. Visit https://mountainlion.org/us/arizona/#!action for more information or sign up for updates at 

https://mountainlion.org/join-us/. Thank you for protecting Arizona’s mountain lions! 
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